Sorting Fluorescent Nanocrystals Using DNA
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Abstract

Semiconductor nanocrystals with narrow and tunable fluorescence are covalently linked to oligonucleotides. These biocompounds retain the properties of both nanocrystals and DNA. Therefore, different sequences of DNA can be coded with nanocrystals and still preserve their ability to hybridize to their complements. We report the case where four different sequences of DNA are linked to four nanocrystal samples having different colors of emission in the range of 530-640 nm. When the DNA-nanocrystal conjugates are mixed together, it is possible to sort each type of nanoparticle using hybridization on a defined micrometer-size surface containing the complementary oligonucleotide. Detection of sorting requires only a single excitation source and an epifluorescence microscope. The possibility of directing fluorescent nanocrystals towards specific biological targets and detecting them, combined with their superior photo-stability compared to organic dyes, opens the way to improved biolabeling experiments, such as gene mapping on a nanometer scale or multicolor microarray analysis.
DNA microarray technology is an increasingly important tool since it considerably accelerates genetic analysis. It has been used for monitoring of gene expression, mutation detection, single nucleotide polymorphism analysis and many other applications.\textsuperscript{1} It relies on hybridization between DNA sequences on the microarray and a fluorescent sample. Unfortunately, multicolor analysis using different dyes requires multiple excitation sources. Consequently, the microarray analysis system increases in complexity when several multiplexed channels are simultaneously recorded. This is illustrated by the recent development of a complex four-laser confocal system providing six different excitation wavelengths.\textsuperscript{2} In order to simplify markedly the microarray systems and analysis, multiplex labeling scenarios call for an alternative technology to fluorescent dyes.

Core/shell CdSe/ZnS semiconductor nanocrystals are robust fluorescent probes with size tunable emission properties. Unlike dyes, they do not bleach significantly and their broad absorption spectrum allows the excitation of all the emission colors at once.\textsuperscript{3-6} For these reasons, an intense research activity investigates their affinity in a variety of biological labeling scenarios.\textsuperscript{7-8} Besides multicolor DNA array assays,\textsuperscript{1-2} DNA conjugated semiconductor quantum dots may prove to be of use in multicolor gene mapping\textsuperscript{7,9} and in spatial organization of nanocrystals.\textsuperscript{10-12} These compelling goals require the ability to manipulate the nanocrystals of many sizes, to target and sort them into different specific locations using the recognition capability of the DNA.

In recent years, oligonucleotides have been linked to CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals in two ways. Both of them started by the solubilization of the nanocrystals by priming their surface with thiolated or bi-thiolated water-soluble molecules. In the very first report, Mitchell and coworkers used thiolated oligonucleotides to partially displace
mercaptopropionic acid molecules from the surface of the dots. However, the presence of carboxyl groups on the surface of the nanocrystals was later reported to lead to strong nonspecific binding to the oligonucleotide probe backbone. To overcome this difficulty, Pathak and coworkers developed a strategy in which hydroxylated CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals were covalently attached to oligonucleotide sequences via a carbamale linkage. Such DNA-nanocrystal conjugates were successfully used in a one-color fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) assay with a minimum of nonspecific binding. However, high salt conditions inside the cells caused a partial agglomeration of the nanocrystals, most likely because of the dynamic binding between the nanocrystals and the bi-thiolated capping molecules. The agglomeration manifested itself in the variation of the fluorescence signal intensity. The use of semiconductor nanocrystals as multicolor biolabels requires both minimal nonspecific binding and stability of the nanoparticles in biological environments. Those stringent conditions have prevented in the past the use of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals as multiplexed probes. Thus, such nanocrystals have been used only in a few simple experiments involving either nonspecific interaction or one-color labeling.

CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals with improved stability in physiological conditions have been produced by alternative water-solubilization methods. For instance, Mattoussi and coworkers engineered a positively charged protein which binds electrostatically to negatively charged carboxylated nanocrystals and confer stability to them in aqueous buffers. Recently, our group described a different water-solubilization procedure which yielded stable solutions of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals in up to 200 mM of NaCl as evidenced by gel electrophoresis studies. Specifically, semiconductor nanocrystals are surrounded
by a thin silica shell which contains stabilizing polyethylene glycol (PEG) groups and derivatizable thiol groups on its surface. Such silanized nanocrystals exhibit no detectable nonspecific binding to oligonucleotides. Consequently, conventional heterobifunctional cross-linkers were used to covalently link the oligonucleotides to the nanocrystals. The reaction yielded about 2-4 single-stranded DNA (ss-DNA) per nanoparticle and did not affect the bulk optical properties of the nanocrystals.

In this paper, we focus on the activity of such DNA-nanocrystal conjugates and the ability to sort them using the attached DNA. We show that because of the high stability of the nanocrystals in buffers and because of their weak nonspecific binding, multicolor targeting has been achieved for the first time. We base our conclusions on selective hybridization of DNA-nanocrystal conjugates on micrometer-size gold patterns which are then probed by fluorescence confocal microscopy. In particular, we report experiments in which four different sizes of DNA-labeled nanocrystals with different fluorescence colors are mixed in solution. The solution is then exposed to substrates on which different ss-DNA have been anchored on square pattern locations. The Watson-Crick interactions between the immobilized ss-DNA and the DNA-nanocrystal conjugates allow sorting of the nanocrystals. The ability to sort and specifically target multiple nanocrystal probes using short oligonucleotides may pave the way to gene mapping of combed DNA, with resolutions well below a few kilobases achieved with two-color dyes, and multicolor DNA array studies with a single excitation source.

To perform selective hybridization studies, or sorting experiments, we used a micrometer-size gold pattern grown on top of a silicon wafer using standard lithography techniques (Fig.1A). Each gold pattern has a square shape with a square inner hole,
which makes it easily identifiable. Gold provides an obvious choice for DNA immobilization since this process has been well documented.\textsuperscript{18-20} The sorting experiment relies on the interaction between the nanoparticles and the gold surfaces mediated by the DNA. To investigate such an interaction, an Ar\textsuperscript{+} laser (\( \lambda_{\text{exc}} = 488 \text{ nm} \)) excites the nanocrystals on the gold pads and the resulting fluorescence is collected in a confocal microscope setup (Fig.1B). Images and spectra are recorded and analyzed using a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera. The next section provides a detailed description of the experimental procedures.

**Experimental Procedure**

**The gold/silica substrates.** Gold squares are grown on top of a silicon wafer using standard lithographic techniques. Specifically, a 20 nm thick gold layer is deposited on top of a 10 nm thick chromium adhesion layer. The gold patterns are hollow squares of 8 \( \mu \text{m} \) with a 4 \( \mu \text{m} \) inner hole, 60 \( \mu \text{m} \) apart from each other. A single substrate is about 40 x 40 squares and is about 2 x 2 mm.

**Activation of the gold substrates.** Gold/silicon substrates are washed 10 minutes in acetone, and then dipped in a piranha solution (~70\% sulfuric acid, ~30 \% hydrogen peroxide) for 5-8 minutes. After extensive washing with Millipore water, the substrates are immersed in 100 \( \mu \text{l} \) of absorption buffer (500 mM K\(_2\)HPO\(_4\), 500 mM KH\(_2\)PO\(_4\), 500 mM NaCl, 0.1\% v/v of Tween 20) in which 1-3 \( \mu \text{M} \) of thiolated oligonucleotide has been dissolved. The substrates are left for about 2 hr, and then washed once in 2 ml of absorption buffer for 1 minute, and then 4 more times in 2 ml of water for 1 minute each. Each gold/silicon substrate is then dipped in a solution of passivation buffer (50 mM
phosphate buffer (PB), 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% v/v of Tween 20) with ~5 mM of mercaptohexanol, left for 1 hr, and then washed 5 times with 2 ml of Millipore water for 1-2 minutes each time. At this point, the substrates are used directly for hybridization of the nanocrystals.

**DNA-Nanocrystal conjugation.** Each emission color of nanocrystals is prepared with a different sequence following the procedures detailed in Refs.(4) and (17). Briefly, amino-terminated oligonucleotides (IDT Technologies Inc, Coralville, IA) are activated towards maleimide species by using sulfo-SMCC cross-linkers in large excess (>500 x). Maleimide-activated oligonucleotides are purified and isolated by anion exchange chromatography. The fractions of pure and maleimide-activated oligonucleotides can be fully separated; the latter have a larger elution time. Both fractions are unambiguously identified by MALDI-TOF spectroscopy. The maleimide-activated oligonucleotide solutions are extremely pure, with no excess of free cross-linker. The maleimide-activated oligonucleotide is reacted with a 10-20 fold excess over thiolated silanized nanocrystals. The formation of a covalent bond between the oligonucleotides and nanoparticles is ascertained by gel electrophoresis mobility measurements. Pure nanocrystals and nanocrystals incubated with oligonucleotides lacking the cross-linker activation exhibit exactly the same mobility pattern over a period ranging from 2 to 120 hrs. Conversely, nanocrystals incubated with 20-fold excess of maleimide-activated oligonucleotides exhibit a 20-50% increase in mobility, which is stable over at least 5 days. The data unambiguously indicate that oligonucleotides are covalently bonded to silanized nanocrystals.
**DNA-Nanocrystal solution preparation.** The oligonucleotide sequences attached to the nanocrystals are (5’ to 3’, X represents an amine used for covalently linking the nanoparticles): oligo-green = X AAA AAA CTT CGC ATT CAG GAT, oligo-yellow= GCC TAC GAG TTG AGA AAA AAA X, oligo-orange = X AAA AAA ATC CTG AAT GCG TGA, oligo-red = GCT TGA CTC GTA GTG AAA AAA X. Oligo-nanocrystal solutions are purified through a Sephadex G200 gel equilibrated in 10 mM PB, pH~7.2, and then condensed to a volume of ~ 100 µl in Microcon 100 centrifuge filters resulting in a ~1-5 µM solution of nanocrystals. The solution eluted through the Microcon 100 device has no absorbance at 260 nm. We therefore estimate that the concentration of unbound maleimide-activated oligonucleotide is well below 1 nM.

**Hybridization of Nanoparticles.** DNA-nanocrystal solutions of four different colors, each prepared as described above, are mixed together. This mixed solution is brought to 10 mM PB, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1% v/v Tween 20. The final concentration of nanoparticles in the hybridization step is about 20 nM for each color. The exact concentration is chosen such that each color contributes equally to the fluorescence. In the particular case of Fig.3a, the concentration of each color of emission is: green 45 nM; yellow: 37.5 nM; orange: 6.8 nM; red: 10 nM. The substrates are then dipped in the hybridization solution. Since the measured melting temperature of the diverse oligonucleotide sequences is around $T_m \approx 42^\circ C$ with a width of $\Delta T \approx 15^\circ C$, the substrates are first sit for 1 hr at room temperature and then overnight at 4°C. The substrates are then washed four times in 1.5 ml of 100 mM PB, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1% v/v Tween 20. They are then transferred into a quartz cell filled with 100 mM PB, 300 mM NaCl, where they are imaged. Imaging in dry conditions is also possible with, however, a slightly lower overall signal. In that case,
the substrates are washed one more time in 100 mM PB, 100 mM NaCl for ~1 minutes and then gently dried with a Kimwipe.

**Imaging Processing.** The wet cell is mounted in front of a 60x, 0.7 NA air objective. We use an Ar⁺ laser for excitation (~ 0.5 mW, λ<sub>exc</sub>=488 nm) in a confocal configuration as shown in Fig. 1B. The outcoming fluorescence light is focused on a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera (Acton research SpectraPro –300i from Roper Scientific, Tucson AZ). For each image, the capture time is 1 to 5 seconds and is indicated in the captions. To measure the fluorescence spectrum, the slits in front of the detector are closed so as to isolate only the square pattern. The CCD camera is switched into “spectroscopy” mode by inserting a 300 groove grating. Resolution on the fluorescence spectrum is about 2 nm.

**Results and discussion**

We will show later that multicolor specific hybridization of DNA-nanocrystals has been achieved as a result of a careful study of the hybridization conditions for each color of DNA-nanocrystals separately. Thus, we will first illustrate the specific hybridization activity of DNA-nanocrystal conjugates by considering the example of green emitting dots (Fig.2). We investigated four possible scenarios. In the first, the gold patterns contained the oligonucleotide sequence complementary to that on the nanocrystals. Then, we considered two control cases where either the nanoparticles or the gold substrates did not bear DNA. Finally, we looked at the control case where the oligonucleotide sequences on the nanocrystals and on the gold patterns did not match at all. As shown in Fig. 2A, fluorescence from the gold patterns shows up distinctly when the oligonucleotides on the nanoparticles are complementary to the ones on the metal
surface. In this positive case, the signal to noise ratio was deduced from cross-section intensities across the squares (Fig. 2E) and ranged from 2 to 10. Unfortunately, we were not able to determine the number of emitters from the surface. A simple estimate indicated that about $10^5$ close-packed nanoparticles could assemble on each gold pattern, but the number of nanoparticles that hybridize and contribute to the emission signal is certainly smaller, possibly around 15% of a densely-packed layer of particles.\textsuperscript{21} Control experiments demonstrate that nonspecific interaction is minimal. In particular, if no DNA is present on the particles (Fig. 2B) or on the gold substrate (Fig. 2C), the fluorescence emission is vanishingly small with only a very few gold patterns having a faint, barely detectable fluorescence. Similarly, a random strand on the gold surface does not recognize the nanoparticles (Fig. 2D). The positive hybridization assays, performed with each emission color, clearly demonstrate that the bioactivity of the ss-DNA is maintained despite the semiconductor nanocrystals.

The concentration of the nanoparticles in solution plays a critical role for efficient hybridization. High concentrations of nanoparticles ($>> 200$ nM) usually produce a fluorescence shadow all over the substrates, while at low concentrations ($<<100$ pM) we observe almost no fluorescence from the gold squares. This is likely related to the poor efficiency of the hybridization of DNA-nanocrystal conjugates on the gold surface since each nanocrystal bears only a few oligonucleotides. Indeed, low hybridization efficiencies have been observed for 10 nm gold nanocrystals bearing exactly 1, 2 or 3 DNA strands.\textsuperscript{22} In contrast, 13 nm Au nanocrystals with about 220 DNA reportedly hybridize at femtomolar concentration.\textsuperscript{23} In our experiments, concentrations of about 10-100 nM produce the best results. These concentrations correspond to the concentrations
of DNA used in some micro-array experiments.\textsuperscript{1,2,24-25} Notice moreover that DNA-nanocrystal samples showed negligible nonspecific binding in the control experiments. This comes from the hydrophobic passivation of the gold patterns by mercaptohexanol molecules after ss-DNA absorption. Therefore, mild washing conditions are sufficient to remove most nonspecifically bound DNA-nanocrystal conjugates from the substrates.

The successful result of the one-color hybridization experiment suggests that DNA-nanocrystal conjugates could be of use in multicolor microarray studies. To address this issue, we investigated the possibility of sorting DNA-nanocrystal conjugates of different emission colors on specific locations using the selective hybridization of their DNA. Therefore, we prepared separately four different batches of nanocrystals, each covalently linked to a different oligonucleotide sequence of 21 bases. The emission colors of the samples are centered in the green, yellow, orange and red spectral range, respectively, and are easily resolved by the eye. However, due to the width of the fluorescence emission, adjacent channels partially overlap, as illustrated in Fig.3A. This figure also shows the fluorescence of the four DNA-nanocrystal conjugate solutions mixed together. This mixture was exposed to four different gold substrates, each separately activated with a different DNA. After hybridization occurs, each substrate is examined in an epifluorescence microscope through a 10x objective. The gold squares exhibit a fluorescence emission which is unambiguously related to the DNA sequence they are coated with (Fig.3B). For instance, gold patterns bearing the oligonucleotide sequence complementary to the one attached to green nanoparticles fluoresce green.

Further quantitative insight into the sorting efficiency is obtained by recording the spectrum of light coming from each square. These spectra are shown in Fig. 3C. For each
set of substrates, the square’s emission dramatically narrows compared to the mixture solution, and it is clearly distinguishable from the fluorescence of the other substrates. Indeed, a deconvolution of the emission peak into fluorescence profiles from pure nanocrystal components (Fig.3A) indicates that greater than 70 to 95 % of the emission light comes from only one type of DNA-nanocrystal conjugate. The remaining 5% to 30% originates mainly from adjacent color channels. We believe therefore that the deduced efficiency is limited by cross-talk between adjacent channels, since it is difficult to deconvolute the fluorescence spectrum into two adjacent spectra by our numerical method of analysis. To get a percentage above 95%, it would be necessary to work with nanocrystals samples having less spectral overlap. With the present size distribution, this would limit to 3 the number of useful channels possible in the wavelength range from 530 to 640 nm. This number can be extended, in principle, since wet chemistry techniques allow the synthesis of nanoparticles emitting in the blue-UV (i.e. CdS, ZnSe) and in the red and near IR (i.e. InP), thereby not overlapping with nanoparticles emitting in the visible. Alternatively, it may be possible to further narrow the emission of each sample, but it is important to recall that this is more difficult in the multiple shell samples employed for biological labeling.

It is interesting to notice that, unlike some dyes, the metal surface does not quench the fluorescence of the silanized nanocrystals. Indeed, fluorescence spectra of DNA-nanocrystal conjugates in solution and on metal surfaces have virtually the same pattern (average emission wavelength, full width at half maximum), but not necessarily the same intensity. We cannot exclude the possibility of increased fluorescence intensity, or a decrease in intensity due to partial FRET, or other mechanisms of energy transfer
between the nanoparticles and the metal surface.\textsuperscript{26} However, the energy transfer efficiency drops off as $1/d^6$ where $d$ is the distance to the surface. Considering the oligonucleotide plus cross-linker lengths ($\sim 9$ nm) and the size of the nanoparticles ($>7$ nm in diameter), the energy transfer should not be significant. These phenomena may be further studied by time-dependent measurements such as lifetime measurements.

The use of multicolor DNA-nanocrystal conjugates in DNA microarray technology still has some obstacles to overcome. For instance, selective hybridization of DNA-nanocrystal conjugates on gold patterns do not yet reach single base pair mismatch detection. We believe that such a result is possible by careful exploration of experimental conditions. Our current approach, with only one kind of ss-DNA per substrate does not allow fast and efficient screening of different conditions. Therefore, we turned to the conventional DNA microarrays printed on glass slides. On a single slide, we can probe a large number of DNA sequences and many different hybridization conditions at once. Our very preliminary results with a single color of nanoparticle confirm the results presented in Fig. 2 for gold patterns, but we still have not found the conditions for single nucleotide mismatch detection.\textsuperscript{27} We stress, however, that with our current protocols, DNA-nanocrystal conjugates may be used in multicolor prescreening tests to differentiate random sequences of DNA.

Our experiments clearly prove that multicolor sorting is feasible. Four nanocrystals with spectrally resolved emission colors and bearing different oligonucleotides can be specifically directed towards different positions. Since those nanocrystals are about 7 to 14 nm in diameter,\textsuperscript{4} it may be possible to control their positioning to within a few tens of nanometers. This suggests exciting applications in genetics. Large amounts of DNA can
be combed on surfaces, and subsequently probed at several kilobase resolution using organic dyes.\textsuperscript{9} Since it has recently been shown that multicolor detection using nanocrystals can achieve unprecedented resolution of a few tens of nanometers,\textsuperscript{28} it may be possible to perform gene mapping using two- or multi-color nanocrystals below the kilobase limit.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. (A) A schematic view of the gold patterns on a silicon wafer. The wafer is 2 mm x 2 mm and has about 40 x 40 gold patterns per wafer. (B) The setup for image capture and spectral measurements. A laser beam (Ar+, λ=488 nm, 0.5 mW) is directed onto the sample using a dichroic mirror (DM) and then is focused on the sample through an objective (60 x magnification, NA=0.7). The fluorescent light is collected by the objective, is passed through a notch filter (NF) to suppress any remaining excitation light and is focused on the CCD detector by a focusing lens (FL). Two adjustable slits in front of the CCD camera (or pinhole P) allow rejection of most of the out-of-focus background. The CCD camera can be switched to spectroscopic mode by inserting a 300 groove grating. For a typical measurement, the objective is scanned over the surface until it finds a fluorescent pattern. It is then moved back and forth with a computer-controlled micrometer-resolution motor to focus the image. X-Y stages with micrometer-resolution allow scanning the surface to find other fluorescent squares.

Figure 2. Hybridization and control experiments with a green nanocrystal solution (emission ~ 544 nm) exposed to 4 different substrates. Capture time is 0.5 sec. (A) Four examples of the substrate containing an oligonucleotide which is complementary to the one on the nanocrystals. The arrows indicate horizontal linescans to determine the signal to noise ratio in Fig. 2E. Examples where (B) the substrate has no oligonucleotides on it; (C) the nanoparticles have no DNA, but the substrate has DNA; (D) the substrate and the
nanoparticles have both non-complementary oligonucleotides. (E) Two linescans through figure 2A which indicate a signal to noise ratio of about 4.

Figure 3. (A) The fluorescence of the solution (in black) is the superposition of the fluorescence of four different DNA-nanocrystals samples. All spectra are normalized. (B) The same solution is exposed to four substrates, each being activated with a different oligonucleotide. The gold patterns exhibit a strong fluorescence with a minimal background signal. The capture time is 5 seconds. (C) The fluorescence spectrum of the squares (color) shows significant narrowing compared to that of the solution (black), and each set of squares has a characteristically different spectrum. Note the slight asymmetry of the fluorescence emission of the substrate sorting the orange nanocrystals. In this case, ~70% of the emission is from orange nanocrystals while ~30% are either from red or yellow contributions. For the other substrates, more than 90-95 % of the fluorescence is due to a single color of nanocrystals.
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